THE NEXT
EMERGENCY.
With fully fueled tanks and
generators in place,

YOU’LL HAVE
ONE LESS WORRY.
Keeping your business running at its full potential every day
of the year is a whole lot easier when you have fully fueled
tanks and generators ready and waiting. In fact, customers
nationwide protect their operations by supplementing Diesel
Direct fuel delivery with on-site tanks and generators for
extra protection in emergencies.
At Diesel Direct, we will schedule deliveries to make sure your diesel power
generators are fueled and ready to work when you need them.

Power on through every emergency.
We respond to thousands of emergencies each
year. Our fleet is permitted to be on roads
that are closed to the public during weather
emergencies. When bitter cold, hurricanes,
earthquakes, or other natural disasters occur
unexpectedly and cause electrical outages,
we can still deliver. Diesel Direct’s Business
Continuity Plans include precautionary fueling
services so backup power systems such as
diesel-powered generators are ready to take over
during an electrical or power outage and our
customers never go for extended periods of time
without fuel.

Business Continuity Plans minimize the risk of
property damage and break-ins. They reduce the
risk of insurance claims from compromised safety
and security. Plus, they help save everything from
perishable goods to the electronic data that could
be damaged by power surges. Most importantly,
with a plan in place, people are safer: patients and
employees at healthcare facilities and hospitals
never go without power during emergencies;
retirement communities don’t lose heat or A/C; and
schools keep their lights on. Our emergency fueling
team stands side by side with those men and
women fighting disasters by providing them with
the fuel they need to keep their communities safe.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

DOWNGRADE

The Business Continuity Plans ensure we get there before the
emergency hits, so you are prepared well in advance. We offer
different levels of protection, so you can choose the plan that is
right for you. During any event that strikes, these plans save
the day with mobile fuel islands, a dedicated on-road fleet, DOT
approved tanks and all the fuel you need to weather the storm.

Select the Business Continuity Plan that is best for you
(greater peace of mind is part of every plan).
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Provides an extra level of
service above and beyond the
regular on-site fueling plan:

The second highest level of
protection and provides priority
of service for fueling.

+ Scheduled fueling ensures
fuel never goes below your
“minimum” fuel-level.

+ Disaster Recovery Testing
helps us customize your plan.

+ We top-off your tank right
before a predicted major
event occurs.

+ We recommend and
implement an additives
strategy to prolong your
tank life.
+ We perform forensics services
on fuel in the tank as needed.
+ Scheduled fueling ensures
fuel never goes below your
“minimum” fuel-level.
+ We top-off your tank right
before a predicted major
event occurs.

FOR MORE INFO VISIT

dieseldirect.com/business-continuity-programs

888.900.7787
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P L AT I N U M

The highest level of protection
Diesel Direct provides priority of
service and fueling and more.
+ Configure and monitor all
tanks with a fuel monitor.
+ Disaster Recovery Testing
helps us customize your plan.
+ We recommend and
implement an additives
strategy to prolong your
tank life.
+ We perform forensics services
on fuel in the tank as needed.
+ Scheduled fueling ensures
fuel never goes below your
“minimum” fuel-level.
+ We top-off your tank right
before a predicted major
event occurs.

